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Abstract

Integral to physiotherapy students’ study are their practice placements. Placements form a mandatory part of students’ programmes of study. Practice learning is seen as an essential component of the curricula and as such is a key element of the students’ learning and development. The UK health service, which continues to provide the majority of practice learning opportunities for healthcare students, is experiencing unprecedented demand on services. Practice educators are reporting increasing pressure to maintain service provision whilst trying to support students in the practice setting. To maximise learning on placement, the placement passport was developed. This aims to support a more collaborative approach to the student’s learning in practice, by promoting a partnership between the practice educator and the student, and by encouraging and enabling the students to develop their skills of self-evaluation and self-directed learning, but also giving the practice educator the opportunity to try to tailor the experience to the student’s needs and wants. This study aims to explore students’ and practice educators’ experiences of using a placement passport in physiotherapy education. Five students and four practice educators attended one-off focus groups to explore their experiences. Findings suggested that the passport is a tool to support collaborative approaches to students’ learning, helping students and practice educators to bridge the gap between academia and the reality of practice. It also provided both with the opportunity to begin early dialogue around the students’ and practice educators’ expectations of the practice placement while acknowledging prior learning and development.
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Background

Health professional physiotherapy students undertake practice placements in a range of practice settings. Such placements, which are facilitated and assessed by practice educators, form a mandatory and integral part of their programme of study and are essential to prepare them for their future role as health professionals in the United Kingdom (Health and Care Professions Council, 2018). They are considered necessary for making student learning and curriculum more relevant, facilitating professional learning and self-development (Trede et al., 2012; Webster-Wright, 2009). Placements aim to prepare students for
future professional practice by enhancing the development of their professional identity (Dall’Alba, 2009).

It is now recognised that today’s health professional graduates need to be ‘work ready’ (Cooper et al., 2010), with the ability to practise safely and autonomously, whilst responding to the complex demands of an ever-changing health and social care landscape (Cross, 2013) and to concurrent changes in service delivery (Harvey-Lloyd et al., 2019). Therefore, in addition to profession-specific knowledge and skills, students need to develop skills of leadership and self-evaluation (Boud, 2015) and be caring and person-centred in their approaches (Schmitt et al., 2012). This can be demanding for students and practice educators alike in the current NHS environment with its stretched resources (West, 2019). Whilst the benefits of learning in practice are well recognised (Cooper et al., 2010; Delany & Bragge, 2009). It is acknowledged that in contemporary practice learning environments, practice educators face increasing demands on their time with ever-changing roles. As a result, their ability to reserve time for supporting students on placement may be increasingly tested (Mooney et al., 2008). As Cross (2013) suggests:

The challenges for hard-pressed practitioners are equally daunting… the complexity and ever evolving nature of health and social care systems have reshaped professions and redefined the various roles of practitioners and educators alike (p. 29)

Faced with these challenges, it is essential that students are well prepared for learning and working in practice. This validates the need for a tool to support this transition.

In practice learning environments, a range of learning and teaching approaches are used to enable students and practice educators to work together to ensure that individual student learning needs are met and that patient safety and quality of care are given the highest priority (Cross et al., 2006). One of the commonly used tools that facilitates student learning during health professional placements is the negotiated learning agreement or learning contract (Barrington & Street, 2009; Cross et al., 2006; Matheson, 2003). This tool provides a useful framework for promoting discussion between students and their practice educators, encouraging the identification of learning needs and the establishment of learning outcomes and, in discussion, of evidence used to assess individual learning outcomes (Barrington & Street, 2009; Chan & Chien, 2000; Cross et al., 2006). However, research suggests that students, especially those on early placements, find it challenging to identify their learning needs and establish realistic as opposed to impractical learning goals (Chan & Chien, 2000; Matheson, 2003). In addition, increasing numbers of students entering health professional courses have additional learning needs (Aronin & Smith, 2016). It is therefore essential that they are fully supported in both campus and practice settings to ensure that they experience high-quality learning experiences that promote inclusive practice (Griffiths et al., 2010). Although disclosure of additional needs has always been promoted (Equality Act, 2010), students may initially be reluctant to reveal their needs as they do not wish to be treated as a ‘special case’ (Morris & Turnbull, 2006). As a result, valuable time may be lost on placements whilst practice educators, who are also busy practitioners, struggle to identify why students are finding aspects of their placement challenging. Consequently, time that could have been used to make adjustments to support students may be lost, resulting in reduced learning opportunities. Students also noted that not feeling cared for themselves could impact upon their own ability to care for others (Greenfield et al., 2008).

As educators with many years of experience of facilitating and assessing student learning on campus and in practice, we recognised the increasing need to support students during their transition from campus-based learning into practice. We have developed a placement passport (Appendix A) that has been designed to encourage students to disclose their learning needs, especially any additional needs, prior to starting a placement. Students complete and subsequently update the passport with the support of their academic personal tutor before sharing it with their practice educators prior to each placement. This is an integral and essential part of their pre-placement preparation. Our aim was to facilitate disclosure, promoting equality of opportunity, and to encourage students to identify both their strengths and areas for development that help in the negotiation phase of learning agreements. Thus the relationship between practice educator and student may develop as early as possible, enabling the student to feel cared for and be an integral member of the team for the duration of the placement, potentially impacting positively on patient care. In this article, we aim to add to the literature on practice-based education by providing some insight into the experiences of physiotherapy students and practice educators who used the placement passport.
Research question: What are the experiences of physiotherapy students and practice educators of using the placement passport during practice-based education?

Method
Ethical approval was sought and gained from the University of Brighton’s School of Health Sciences Research Ethics Panel. Both student and practice educator participants were invited to partake in focus groups through purposive sampling (Creswell, 2007). It has been suggested that focus groups preserve the individual experience while stimulating new perspectives through discussion (Bradbury-Jones et al., 2009). An email from an independent administrator was sent to all final-year students on the BSc (Hons) Physiotherapy and MSc Rehabilitation Sciences (pre-registration) courses at the University of Brighton. To recruit active practice educators, an email was sent to the alumni of the pre-registration and post-registration physiotherapy programmes. Contact details of the researchers were included for further questions in relation to this research or to allow potential participants to express interest in taking part. The inclusion criteria for student participants was current final-year study on either the BSc (Hons) Physiotherapy programme or MSc Rehabilitation Science (pre-reg) programme to ensure experience of using placement passports both before and during placements. The inclusion criteria for practice educator participants were: current practice educator status for at least one of the programmes, and experience of working with placement passports as part of their role.

A qualitative interpretative approach was used (Merriam, 2009). Open-ended questions allowed the participants to have the freedom to express their views, whilst the topic guide (Appendix B) enabled the researchers to maintain a focus on the research question. Focus groups were facilitated by the researchers, digitally recorded and the audio recordings were transcribed verbatim by a research assistant. Transcripts were kept in a password-protected electronic document accessible only to the researchers. The transcript was fully anonymised before analysis. Thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) was used to interpret and analyse the data. This involved the researchers becoming familiar with the data, generating initial codes, searching, reviewing, defining and naming the themes, and finally the production of the report (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Both researchers undertook a separate analysis of the data supported by their individual reflexivity to ensure rigour in the analysis phase. At the next stage, analysis of the data was shared and agreed before the final themes emerged. This required a constant shift back and forward between each of these stages ensuring the analysis phase was both flexible and rigorous (Nicholls, 2009). As both researchers were members of academic staff at the same higher education institution (HEI) and had been instrumental in the development of the passport, recognition of our own position as insider researchers was essential. However, there is always the concern that there is a loss of objectivity and that greater familiarity can risk assumptions being made (Greene, 2014). To minimise this, during the period of data collection, neither researcher was directly involved in student assessment or support on practice placement.

Findings
Five students (3 female and 2 male) participated in one focus group and four practice educators (3 female and 1 male) participated in another. Findings from the study suggest that students and practice educators found the passport a useful tool that facilitates transition into practice, promotes inclusivity, and may foster a more reflective and proactive approach to learning in practice. Student participants identified the need for all practice educators to acknowledge and review the content of their passports, demonstrating commitment to the process. Two main themes emerged from the data: (1) Fostering transition; and (2) Valuing and acknowledging. Both these themes had several sub-themes, outlined below.

Fostering transition: Bridging the gap
Practice educators talked about the benefits of the passport when students proactively engaged with the tool. It enabled students to identify their strengths and areas for development before the start of the placement. This active engagement seemed to provide a platform from which a more holistic approach to placement learning could evolve.
I think it gives students a platform before they come to placement to sort of showcase what their strengths are, and what their weaknesses are, or areas for development, as long as they’re accurate and true to themselves in that respect. (Practice Educator 4)

The platform that the passport provided was deemed to be useful if students were open and transparent about their learning needs. Practice educators recognised that some students adopted a mechanistic approach, seeing it as a box-ticking exercise. However, when students proactively engaged with the passport, an effective plan of action and a holistic approach to the whole learning experience was established.

Some see it as a tick box exercise… but for those who put effort in… there is a plan of action for the whole placement, learning needs, development needs and teaching sessions all incorporated. (Practice Educator 3)

**Fostering transition: A tool for reflection**

Through engagement with the passport, students’ ability to develop the skills of self-reflection was promoted. The process of completing the passport encouraged them to identify their learning needs and opportunities for learning in advance. It also prevented educators from putting students under pressure at the start of the placement by expecting students to identify their needs in a rushed way due to time constraints. It was felt that this often promoted the establishment of a relationship, allowing the student to feel cared for, and more integral to the team.

It gives them a bit of a way of reflection from their previous placements, rather than just trying to think of all of the other things all at once, if they write it down, they can go back, they can have a look and then they can let you know what they want before you meet… before they get there… it helps me to get a sense of them, of how they tick. (Practice Educator 2)

I suppose it gives them a chance to think about who I am, what I have done on my previous placements, if they actually refer to it, it makes me feel like they have read it, they actually care about who I am a bit more rather than just being their next student… (Student 1)

Students also acknowledged the value of this reflective process that seemed to help them make links with other placements and feel like they could settle quicker into a placement. Engagement with the passport before each placement encouraged them to think about their continuous development in practice.

You’re also kind of re-seeing it each time you do a placement, what you’ve learned and how you’ve kind of changed and what you’ve done for action plans, through the reflections of the other placements and what you’ve done. I found that aspect quite good, just er… and just keep on building from there as a continuous like development… just felt it helped me to settle into the placement quicker as I knew what I wanted and what I needed from my educator. (Student 2)

**Fostering transition: Advanced planning**

Both practice educators and students found use of the passport helped them to plan in advance. In addition, practice educators found the passport useful in helping them to identify other team members who could contribute to a student’s learning on placement; this allowed the team to think about the best fit for the student to support and care for that student’s learning experience:

it helps us to determine which staff member should get which student, depending on what they’re highlighting as their strengths and weaknesses and what environment fits in there better, so it helps us as well (Practice Educator 4)

The benefit of advanced planning was also acknowledged by one of the student participants, who remained mindful of the demands placed on practice educators when organising placements:

I think it’s beneficial for the educators to have that insight because it takes some planning and organisation to arrange different things if I want to look. (Student 2)
**Fostering transition: Communication mismatch – to reveal or not to reveal?**

This sub-theme reflects the difficulties faced by a practice educator and a student, if a mismatch in communication occurs, detracting from a more collaborative process where students openly share their needs in advance. In contrast to the benefits identified above, practice educators talked about the challenge they faced when students failed to identify their learning needs and areas for development on their passports:

The only issue I had was with one student where his passport didn’t match up with actually how he was and that came as quite a surprise because I was expecting this all-singing, all-dancing student to come in through the door and that’s not what my experience was. (Practice Educator 4)

As a result of the disparity, progress on placement was delayed as the student’s educator struggled to tailor their approach to meet the students’ actual needs. This highlights the importance of students being open and honest when sharing their placement passports with their educators. Participation in the focus group enabled educators to share strategies for managing mismatches in disclosure; they agreed that students should be made aware of any discrepancy early in the placement.

The last one I had I did highlight it and that was the first time I had experienced that [mismatch]. If it happens in the future, I would definitely bring it up sooner, because it’s for the student’s own good basically, because… we can sort of get things sort of a little clearer and have that better communication, I want them to know I care that they do ok. (Practice Educator 3)

Student participants also acknowledged a mismatch in the way that areas for development were communicated. They suggested that a student might be deterred from identifying weaknesses or areas for development if educators engaged in the practice of pre-judging, focussing solely on a student’s weakness during the placement.

I think there was an element of… pre-judging, that’s a harsh word, but speaking of my weaknesses, sort of points of development, because I’m also an overthinker and in both my placements I feel like the educators just grabbed on to that and that was a big part of my feedback in both… in both my placements, and they were… well you know you really have to work on this overthinking. (Student 3)

**Valuing and acknowledging: Caring who I am**

Student participants identified the need for practice educators to acknowledge and review the content of their passports, demonstrating commitment to the process. Both practice educators and students suggested that the whole process could be enhanced if educators and students adopted a more reciprocal humanistic approach.

If they do read it and they address it to you looking at it, how we may be able to kind of accommodate for this even before I come into contact, so I feel that’s kind of more beneficial and maybe um… kind of more caring towards like what you want, what you want to learn and… from that placement, and kind of what you are as a person… a human connection. (Student 3)

Student participants also reflected on the value of the human connection between student and educator. They welcomed the practice of practice educators who, having reviewed the passport, responded in a pre-placement email and tried to accommodate their learning needs. This acknowledgement was important to students acknowledging them as a person and not just a name. It meant they felt like they were cared about.

if they actually refer to it, it makes me feel like they have read it, they actually care about who I am a bit more rather than just being their next student. (Student 1)
In contrast to those educators who saw the placement passport as merely a box-ticking exercise, educators who took an interest in the student’s passport appeared to demonstrate commitment to facilitating learning and seeing the student as a person.

**Valuing and acknowledging: A bit of an ice breaker**

Feeling valued through having the passport acknowledged was something that all students mentioned. It was felt that placements are hard but especially so for those less confident. The passport provides a link, an ice breaker as such.

I mean everyone’s nervous when they go out on placement, but particularly people who are really quite shy, to see… even if they see an interest in their educator, that they feel like they have a little bit of common ground about, it kind of breaks that ice down a little bit perhaps. (Student 2)

Through acknowledgement of the passport and the student’s pending arrival, practice educators helped them to feel part of the team that they were about to join. This acknowledgement of the student’s passport and learning needs was also felt to be useful in developing common ground, between student and educator. In contrast, some students had experience of practice educators who failed to acknowledge the passport.

because I think some of them receive it, and some give it importance and some of them don’t, not really addressing it… you kind of wonder why bother putting the effort in, it’s there to tell them about you but if they can’t be bothered… (Student 1)

**Valuing and acknowledging: Feeding forward**

While participants acknowledged the benefits of the placement passport, focus group discussion enabled practice educators and students to identify ways of enhancing the process of feeding forward into future practice. Practice educators recognised that some students wanted to give a good impression before arrival on placement and might be reluctant to reveal their needs and areas for development. As a result, their passport felt more like a job application, than a reflection on their learning.

they want to be all-singing, all-dancing, you know. (Practice Educator 5)

they don’t just write it like a job application, they actually know what we want to hear and what we’re looking for and why we want to know it. (Practice Educator 4)

Practice educators recognised that pre-placement preparation on campus could be improved, if they were invited by academics to talk to students about what they (the practice educators) were looking for in a passport. As a result, this practice has now been integrated into current pre-placement preparation.

I don’t know if the students already get it, but sort of some insight from educators about what we look for in the passports, so that they… they don’t just write it like a job application, they actually know what we want to hear and what we’re looking for. (Practice Educator 1)

In addition, educators talked about the way in which the placement passport feeds forward to future placements and generated links to future employability.

The last student I had … I was on NHS Jobs anyway, because I… we were recruiting at the time, and she said oh can I have a little look and we talked about her passport,… and she actually said oh wait a minute I’ll show you my passport…. I’ve written the bit for the next placement, I was able to help her for her next one. (Practice Educator 2)

Student participants also identified opportunities for developing the passport process for the future.

Yeah for me another thing was probably that, and correct me if I’m wrong but I don’t think there’s a systematic way to deal with these passports at the educators’ end, so that’s why I think we have such different… differing experiences in terms of what they have done. (Student 4)
Students’ reflected on the lack of consistency in the way practice educators engaged with the passports. They suggested that the process could be tightened if, on receipt of the passport, practice educators were prompted to review it and acknowledge receipt.

Discussion

This study explored practice educators’ and students’ experiences of using a placement passport. Use of the placement passport enabled practice educators to gain insight into a student’s needs and to make the most of individualising learning opportunities. This advanced preparation has potential advantages for educators who continually strive to balance the needs of students alongside the frenetic demands of service delivery (Department of Health, 2013) whilst promoting inclusivity. Inclusive practice is an approach to learning and teaching that ensures that the diverse learning needs of students are met, and that students can fully engage in each learning experience (Thomas & May, 2010). Such an approach is fundamental to ensure that all students experience a high-quality learning experience on campus and in practice. Through revisiting the passport, and reflecting on their practice after each placement, students seemed to gain insight into how their practice had changed. This in turn enabled them to build on their experience and to design action plans, feeding forward into future placements and their practice. The value of reflective practice in supporting students in practice was acknowledged by Smith and Trede (2013, p. 636), who identified the benefits students gained from active engagement in reflection on “real life” practice during their transition from student to novice practitioner. The importance of reflective practice in informing ongoing professional development of health professionals is seen to be essential for equipping students and practitioners with the skills necessary for thinking about and evaluating their own practice (Bradbury-Jones et al., 2009; Clouter, 2000). It also helps to prepare students for practising effectively and flexibly within contemporary practice environments (Trede et al., 2012). In the current study, practice educators identified the essential need for students to reflect on their own practice and to recognise their limitations, attributes recognised by Chipchase et al. (2012). Students and educators recognised that the introduction of the passport enabled practice educators who are constantly managing time constraints to prepare in advance, and where possible to match students with educators to optimise their learning opportunities.

As the findings suggest, there are inevitably challenges faced by practice educators and students when students are sharing information that could potentially influence the assessment process and, ultimately, a student’s grade. The potential for pre-judgement, linked to bias, was a concern expressed by several student participants. Good practice in assessment of practice-based education (Cross et al., 2006) highlights the need for practice educators to recognise the challenges and potential bias in the assessment process. The importance of practice educators reflecting on their own practice and potential bias is deemed essential, as it can influence assessment of students in a negative or positive way (Keating et al., 2009). Delany and Molloy (2009) and Morris (2011) identified the need for practice educators to adopt a more collaborative approach to assessment that has the potential to help students more openly share strengths and areas for development.

Student participants in the current study valued the human connection that developed when the passport was adopted and used effectively by practice educators. This was deemed important to students, who wanted to feel accepted, cared for and recognised as a person first and a student second. Hockings (2010) identified the value of educators who recognise students as people, ensuring they each gain the maximum from their experiences. A reciprocal relationship was achieved when practice educators acknowledged students’ learning needs and recognised them as individuals. This in turn contributed to the students’ “sense of being”, a key factor in the development of professional identity as recognised by the seminal work of Gloria Dall’Alba who identified the importance of the “self” in the transformation period when students are “being” and “becoming” professionals (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 39). It may be argued that this construct of caring for the student, in a way that promotes human connection, mirrors person-centred practice and as a result should be a key element of practice-based education. Such an approach may guide the student towards the values of care and a person-centred approach that they need to adopt in their role as future health professionals. To put this in context, Nicholls and Holmes (2012, p. 462) emphasise that “if physiotherapists are to be able to meet the complex, multifaceted demands of the population, then they must develop practice models that cater for much greater inclusiveness and diversity.” West (2019) challenges the importance of caring in the current NHS. He argues that all staff need to belong and that in this belonging there is a desire to care and be cared for. Physiotherapy students need to be supported to
marry the need for skill acquisition with developing a caring approach to their patients. Within physiotherapy, Dahl-Michelsen (2015) raises some interesting discussion around whether the profession sees itself as curing or caring. This conflict continues to be grappled with by the profession and in education, in developing graduates that are adaptable and ready to engage in all areas of practice especially those that focus more on caring, e.g. older people rehabilitation (Grace & Trede, 2013; Nicholls & Gibson, 2010).

The importance of a good educator/student relationship in contributing to a positive placement learning experience is widely acknowledged (Clouder & Adefila, 2014; Cross, 1998; Rodger et al., 2011). These relationships in the practice learning environment are essential to learning in practice, and relationships built on trust between practice educators and students are deemed to be key to a successful learning experience (Cross et al., 2006; Hartigan-Rogers et al., 2007). Findings from our study suggest that students’ active engagement with the passport may facilitate a more proactive approach and, in some cases, demonstrate a commitment to the learning process. These findings resonate with research by Clouder and Adefila (2014, p. 56) who drew on the metaphor of a “gift exchange” in order to conceptualise the “dynamic relationship” between practice educator and student. Findings from their study showed that when students and practice educators play an active part in the learning process, a reciprocal relationship is established which in turn contributes to a collaborative learning experience. Engagement through partnership was also identified in the seminal work of Healey et al. (2014), who highlighted its value in building student confidence and in promoting learning achievement and gain.

Whilst our findings focussed mainly on the value of student engagement with the passport, practice educators acknowledged that they need to take a more proactive approach when they receive the passport. They recognised that this would help to establish the educator/student relationship, and promote partnership in the learning process, easing a student’s transition into practice. Wenger’s research into communities of practice acknowledged the importance of students “being able (and allowed) to engage productively with others in the community” (Wenger et al., 2011, p. 2). As students must engage in a variety of different practice communities during their pre-registration, pre-placement engagement may ease their transition into each new, and often very different practice learning community.

Practice educators also saw the opportunity of reciprocal pre-placement engagement as a way of sharing their own experience of ‘being a student’. This exchange of authentic experience is valued by students and is felt to enhance the trust between practice educator and student as the educator is “viewed in a more human light” (McAllister & Lincoln, 2004; Morris, 2011, p. 141). Educators who acknowledge challenges faced by students and remember what it was like to be a student, are felt to develop more successful relationships with students on placement (Mollov, 2009; Rodger et al., 2011). Indeed, students may be more inclined to share their learning needs and past experiences openly when on placement with an educator who can identify with their position as a student. This is felt to promote a more collaborative approach and engage students more actively in the learning process (Morris, 2011). Lindquist et al. (2006) found that the demand for a variety of abilities and competencies is increasing for new graduates and that educators are challenged to support students’ earlier development into roles that would traditionally be considered later in careers. Adoption of the passport enabled some educators to review the tool with students which in turn fed into future placements and stimulated discussion about their future roles as graduates.

**Study limitations and future work**

This was a small-scale qualitative study. All student participants were from one discipline in one higher education institute, and practice educators mainly had students from this same institute. However, findings may resonate with other health professional students and practice educators both in the UK and internationally, maximising learning opportunities in practice in today’s frenetic health and social care environment. Both the researchers are members of the academic team which may have impacted on the openness of the discussion in the focus groups. Morgan (1997) acknowledges that all facilitators’ behaviour will play a role in the interface of any focus group; however, both researchers fully immersed themselves in reflective practice acknowledging their own voice (Jackson & Mazzei, 2009) and also in the analysis phase to explore the depth and breadth of the data shared (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Conclusion

Campus and practice curricula are designed to develop criticality that fosters independence. However, demonstrating this in an appropriate way to practice educators to get the most from practice learning experiences is where the research suggests the placement passport can assist. The passport not only allows the student to explore their own blind spots and have the confidence to share, but also encourages the practice educator to care for the individual development of the student. In doing this, they explore their own practice including their possible biases. Physiotherapists, like other health professionals, are continually developing and challenging their practice. Central to student development is the need to support and value them for successful patient-centred care.
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Appendix A

University of Brighton
School of Health Sciences
Division of Physiotherapy

Student Passport

Students: Please complete your passport and update it after every placement. You should also discuss it with your personal tutor, particularly during the first completion. A copy **MUST** be sent to your placement educator (*this is in addition to the introductory phone-call/email*) not less than 2 weeks prior to placement starting. You should also share it with the visiting tutor for each placement.

Name and year (cohort) of student:

Student’s placement accommodation address:

Student’s mobile number:

Alternative form of communication (e.g. landline number):

Name and contact details of next of kin/person to be contacted in an emergency (this is optional):
Their relationship to you:

( Educator: This information is only to be used in the case of an emergency and out of office hours when the university placement staff are unavailable. During office hours please email [contactemail@institution] or telephone [01234 567890] rather than contacting student’s next of kin. )

Uni Email contact:

CSP number: [Chartered Society of Physiotherapy student membership number, i.e. professional body – https://www.csp.org.uk/join-csp/join-student-member]

Use of car whilst on placement: Yes No

Personal statement: Please include details of your past experiences, what went well on previous placements, what were your areas of development and a brief introduction to you.

( Educator: There is a placement agreement in place with each practice placement site that confirms that all students are prepared for placement experiences in that there are no changes in their DBS clearance, that they are up to date with both their occupational health and mandatory training. Student: Please complete the next 3 boxes in full and be aware that you may be asked for additional information if required by the placement Trust. )

DBS clearance: [Disclosure and Barring service see: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/disclosure-and-barring-service]

| Date | Original clearance received | Self-declaration (year 2) | Self-declaration (year 3) |
### Occupational health clearance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupational health visit and reason (you do not have to disclose personal information, but be aware that information sharing is intended to be supportive)</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliomyelitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuberculosis (please note there is an international shortage of vaccinations currently, Public Health England 2016 guidelines have assessed health workers and students as low risk.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubella</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken pox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mandatory training:

**https://elearning.nsahealth.org.uk/local/sfadmin/login/index.php**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Date completed</th>
<th>Expiry date (if known)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Conflict resolution e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Safeguarding adults level 1 e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Safeguarding adults level 2 e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Safeguarding Children level 1 e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Equality, diversity and human rights – general awareness - e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Information governance e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Consent - e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Infection prevention and control for clinical staff - e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Fire safety e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Patient moving and handling e-learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Manual handling – face to face</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Basic Life support- face to face</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning Support Plan (LSP): if you have a LSP in place please include the key details from your LSP and suggested adjustments. All reasonable adjustments must be discussed with the placement team prior to placements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement experiences:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre course work experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1 MSc: community classroom experience or BSc: active student experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strengths and development needs. Please feel free to discuss with your personal tutor. This should be based on your academic work and the placement assessment forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement/speciality</th>
<th>What were identified as your strengths?</th>
<th>What were identified as areas for development?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Placement 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please kindly acknowledge the University of Brighton in any reproductions of this document.
Appendix B

**Physiotherapy students’ and practice educators’ experiences of using placements passports: a tool to enhance collaboration on placement: Topic Guide.**

Welcome and thank you for taking part in this study. We would like to start by everyone having the opportunity to introduce themselves.

This study aims to consider the experiences of students and practice educators in using the placement passport.

Please note that this focus is confidential, and we ask you to be as open and honest as you can. Nothing that you say about your experiences or the course will be shared with the course team. You are free to decline answering any question or end your participation in the focus group at any time without providing a reason.

We will now ask you a series of questions exploring your experiences:

- Talk to us about your experiences using the placement passports?
  - Can you reflect on how it worked or didn’t work for you?

- What do you feel are the benefits for you and your student/practice educator?
  - Any challenges for you in using the passport?

- Any other thoughts you would like to add?